The “Smart” Ring in the Loop
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DIHs
• How can SMEs benefit from AI adoption?
• How can SMEs benefit from AI standards?
• How can DIHs assist SMEs to adopt AI standards?

SMEs

How to transform SME [1/2/3.0] into SME [4/5.0]
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Alignment
(e.g. added value)
Operational excellence
(e.g. value for money)
Compliance
(e.g. price, cost, quality, time)
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Qualitative change

Advantage
(e.g. created value)

SME
1/2/3.0

Optimize
Strategy Execution

Value beyond the value
(e.g. beyond the logic of capital)

SME
4/5.0

SMEs Benefits from AI and Related Challenges

AI
Deploy

• Optimize [cost, value, time, risk, control, use,
quality, connectivity, productivity, agility, resilience,
effectiveness, knowledge, reconfigurability]
• Intelligent innovation [no harmful side effects]:
business models, value chains, solutions-tomarket, life-cycle and life-time dimensions

Data-Driven culture and mindset
AI adoption steps within the IT
budget of an SME (2.5-3% T/O)
Capacity to Calculate ROI-AI
Analytics-readiness of data

Balance of AI with other
digitalization initiatives (e.g.
IoT, cybersecurity)
Human in the AI-loop on a
daily basis
Long-term deals with AI experts

CHALLENGES

Why SMEs Need AI Standards for AI Adoption?

SME

No or little ideas how to prepare their heterogeneous
data such as to be used in a proper way for AI analytics,
which is the process for “AI management system”

No or little ideas how to define dataspaces (architecture,
ontologies, rules, etc.) for using data in analytics, what
use cases and AI paradigms fit for their businesses
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Culture

No or little ideas what data to collect, how to collect data,
what KPIs to use, how to avoid the trap of “Goodhart law”

AI Standards
[for SMEs]

AI Standards :: A Necessary but Not a Sufficient Condition
• Standards are documents that describe and/or recommend a set of rules, guidelines and conditions for how a
system should be defined, developed, used consistently to ensure its fit for the purpose it was created,
measured, or tested, and improved.
• Standards are used to establish minimum levels of performance and quality and optimal conditions and
procedures for the purpose of ensuring compatibility of a system from different angles of the purpose.

SME
“world”

AI
standards

DIHs

Assist
Deployment
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Specifications for
application

From “Parallel” Loops to “Möbius” Strip and Further to “Smart” Chains
AI Standardization “World” still not fully
connected to SMEs “World” and vice-versa

Bring SME representatives in
the TC Committees

Add DIHs in the ecosystem

Application Specifications for
application

AI Standards “World”

SME “World”

Design

DIHs

THE RISK
The risk is
smaller, but
it remains

Run on different strips
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Run on the same strip
but out of synch

Run on the same strip
but with a control gate
at operational level

How DIHs Can Bridge the World of SMEs with the World of AI Standards
DIH

DIH
Check consistency of standards
Specifications for standard application
Appropriateness & cultural language
Types of data, sources of data

SME
DIH
EXP

Observe

SME

Reflect

Build
Realize

Model architectures and rules

EXP
SME
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AI
Standards

Thanks!
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